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Influence of the electron distribution function shape on nonlocal electron heat transport
in laser-heated plasmas

F. Alouani Bibi and J-P. Matte
INRS–Energie et Materiaux, Varennes, Quebec, Canada J3X 1S2
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A nonlocal model of electron heat flow in laser-heated plasmas taking into account the super-Gaussian
deformation of the electron velocity distribution function by the laser heating was developed. Based on
comparisons to Fokker-Planck simulations of hot spot heating, it performs better than previous models. The
growth rate of thermal filamentation is considerably changed by this thermal conductivity modification. First
results from a formula describing the isotropic component,f 0(x,v), of the electron velocity distribution
function as a spatial convolution over local Maxwellians are also presented.
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In modeling plasma dynamics with hydrodynamic equ
tions, classical Spitzer-Ha¨rm ~SH! @1# thermal conductivity is
used to obtain the electron heat flux from the local tempe

ture gradient: qW e52kSH¹W Te . This formula breaks down if
the temperature gradient is steep, and this sets in at a ra
low value of l/L, the ratio of the mean free path to th
temperature scale length@2–9#. In laser-heated plasmas, su
steep gradients often occur. Ad hoc flux limiting, i.e., lim
ing the classical heat flux to a fractionf of the free-streaming
flux @qmax5f(kBTe)

3/2/Ame# is an often-used device@10#, but
it is not satisfactory both because of the arbitrary value
f—usually, it is varied until agreement with experiment
obtained—and because it does not describe preheating a
foot of the heat front. A considerable improvement w
brought by nonlocal heat-flow formulas, which consist
spatial convolutions over the classical Spitzer-Ha¨rm heat flux
@4–9#, and the large range of their kernel reflects the fact t
heat flow is carried by high-energy electrons, whose m
free path is much longer than that of the bulk. Howev
there have been recent reports of unsatisfactory perform
in simulating plasmas heated by intense laser beams. X
line ratio measurements during double short pulse exp
ments by Kieffer’s group@11# could not be properly simu
lated with a hydrodynamic simulation using the Epperle
Short @6# nonlocal heat-flow formula, but the line ratio
could be reproduced either with an electron kinetic code
by assuming an arbitrary flux limitf 50.07 in the hydrody-
namic code simulation. More recently, Brunner and Va
performed extensive electron kinetic simulations of multip
and single hot spot heating, in both planar and cylindri
geometry @12#. Comparing the temperature profiles com
puted in some of these with hydrodynamic simulations us
one of these nonlocal heat-flow formulas, that of Bychenk
et al. @7–9#, they found good agreement at low intensity, b
a large discrepancy at high intensity@12#. Therefore, our
chief objective here has been to develop an improved
scription of nonlocal electron heat flow in the presence
strong collisional heating. A second goal was to develop
analogous convolution formula~over local Maxwellians! to
estimate the deformation of the distribution function by t
combined effects: transport and heating. This is import
because, even if we have a very accurate heat-flow algor
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and therefore correct temperature~defined as2
3 average en-

ergy! profiles, important properties of the plasma would s
be incorrectly calculated: Non-Maxwellian distribution fun
tions have important effects on ion~acoustic! and electron
~Langmuir! plasma waves, and hence on Brillouin and R
man stimulated scattering instabilities@13#, as well as on
rates of ionization and excitation and x-ray spectra@14–16#,
hence the desirability of obtaining these without the ve
high computational cost of kinetic simulations. The meas
of success for both goals is by comparison to electron kin
simulations. A key aspect of the problem is the fact that, e
in a uniform plasma, inverse bremsstrahlung~collisional! la-
ser heating tends to create a super-Gaussian or ‘‘DL
~Dum-Langdon-Matte! distribution function f m(v)
5Cm exp@2(v/vm)m# @15–18#, where the indexm is an in-
creasing function@15,16# of the parametera5Z(vosc/v th)

2,
and 2<m<5, with m52 corresponding to the Maxwellian
weak heating limit andm55 to the strong heating limit
when the heating is much more rapid than relaxation
electron-electron collisions@17#. Here, Z is the ion charge
state,vosc5ueEu/mev0 is the velocity of oscillation of the
electrons in the laser fieldE, v th5(kBTe /me)

1/2 is the elec-
tron thermal velocity, andv0 is the laser angular frequency
Mora and Yahi have shown analytically that, for small gr
dients, such distributions lead to a strongly reduced ther
conductivity @19#. This aspect of the problem was not in
cluded in almost all previously published nonlocal heat-flo
formulas@4–9#.

Two numerical codes were used in the present work:~i!
The hydrodynamic codeHYDRO1, which solves the electron
heat diffusion equation with either our nonlocal heat-flo
formula, one of several previously published ones, or
more traditional flux limiter; and~ii ! the electron kinetic
codeFPI @3,13–16,20#, which was used both to develop ou
formula, and as a basis for comparison of heat-flow mod
Briefly, FPI is one-dimensional~1D! ~planar! in space and 2D
in velocity space (v,m5vx /v), with a Legendre polynomia
expansion for them dependence, which was carried to ord
3 in this work. The included physical processes are advec
~transport term,vx]F/]x), a self-consistent space-charg
field for quasineutrality and the resulting accelerati
@2(eE/m)]F/]vx#, Fokker-Planck terms for electron-io
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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F. ALOUANI BIBI AND J. P. MATTE PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 066414 ~2002!
and electron-electron collisions, and heating by collisio
absorption~inverse bremsstrahlung, or IB!, using the kinetic
heating operator described in Ref.@17#. To isolate transport
phenomenology, the same laser intensity profile was impo
in both codes. The ions were either immobile or conside
as a cold fluid. As an option, the ponderomotive pressure
included as a simple force term.

We now turn to the development of our nonlocal he
flow formula. Usually the nonlocal heat flux is expressed
a convolution over the Spitzer-Ha¨rm flux with a nonlocal
kernel. This form was first derived from the Fokker-Plan
equation by Luciani and Mora@4# and was used later in a
published nonlocal models@4–9#. We will therefore use this
notation for the nonlocal heat flux, i.e.,

q~x!5E
2`

1`

w„j~x,x8!…qSH~x8!dx8, ~1!

whereqSH is the Spitzer-Ha¨rm flux, w is the nonlocal propa-
gator or kernel,

j~x,x8!5
1

le~x8,Z! U Ex8

x Ne~x9!

Ne~x8!
dx9U,

le~x8,Z!5v th /nei ~2!

le is the electron mean free path, whilenei is the mean
electron-ion collision frequency at velocityv th .

To account for the ‘‘DLM’’ distribution’s effect, we intro-
duce ana dependence into the propagators. To evalu
these, we have run our electron kinetic code ‘‘FPI’’ in a per-
turbation mode following the method used by Epperlein a
Short @21#, whose work was the first to address the issue
nonlocal heat-flow modification due to this distribution fun
tion effect: an initially homogeneous plasma is heated b
uniform laser field with a small intensity modulation. I
these runs, the ions are immobile and the ponderomo
force is not included. We varied the intensity of the las
field from one run to the next~but always imposing a 1%
intensity modulation!, which directly affected the heatin
time and the value ofa. This procedure was done for a larg
number of values ofZ anda, and, for each (a,Z), for many
values ofkle . The ratio of the Fourier component of theFPI

heat flux (q;* f 1v5dv) to the SH one~obtained from theFPI

Te modulation, whereTe5 2
3 average energy! gave the Fou-

rier transform of the heat-flow propagator for this particu
wave vector, i.e.,

w̃~kle ,a,Z!5
q̃~kle ,a,Z!

q̃SH~kle ,Z!
[

k̃~kle ,a,Z!

k̃SH~kle ,Z!
. ~3!

For example, the results for plastic CH (Z55.3) at several
values ofa are plotted in Fig. 1. It is seen that for lon
wavelengths, the conductivity is reduced for highera, as
noted in Ref.@19#, but the opposite is true at short wav
length. To explain this behavior, we have examined the p
turbed distribution functions in detail~not shown!, and found
that for a Maxwellian distribution function but highkle , the
traditional heat carrier electrons (v'3.7v th) are decoupled
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from the thermal bulk and then the real heat carriers are
energetic and hence more collisional and less effective
carry the heat flow. This is principally due to the fact that t
mean free path of these 3.7v th electrons is longer than th
perturbation wavelength, so that their spatial modulation
effectively reduced by transport effects for the case of lowa.
For the super-Gaussian case or at higha, even for long
wavelengths, the heat-flow carriers (v'2.8v th) already have
shorter mean free path length and are then not decou
from the thermal bulk of the electron velocity distributio
function ~EVDF!, which means a more effective therm
conduction for a super-Gaussian than for a Maxwellian
short perturbation wavelengths, in addition to the fact t
their spatial modulation is maintained by the modulation
the intensity. An additional increase of the propagator val
is observed for all values ofa as we move to higherZ, due to
the increase of collisionality.

From the inverse Fourier transforms of the
w̃(kle ,a,Z), we obtained the heat flux propagators. Th
are well fitted by the expression

w„j~x,x8,Z!,a~x8!,Z…

5
1

le~x8,Z! F a1@a~x8!#

„11$a2@a~x8!#j~x,x8,Z!%a3@a~x8!#
…

G ,

~4!

where the parametersa1 , a2 , a3 have a dependency ona
that can be approximated as follows:

a1~a!50.016 913 66a0.317 328 5610.024 025 95,

a2~a!50.596 959 85a0.516 534 9910.096 182 82,

a3~a!50.414 361 44a0.345 655 9310.898 267 64.

FIG. 1. Thermal conductivity correction obtained by o
Fokker-Planck code for CH (Z55.3), as a function ofkle at dif-
ferent values of the Langdon parametera @a5Z(vosc/v th)

2#.
4-2
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Note thata is evaluated at the source point,x8, in Eq. ~4!:
This is because the physics involved is the modification
the source for the heat flux, due to the non-Maxwellian el
tron distribution there. This formula was included in o
HYDRO1 code to give the nonlocal heat flux. The reducti
of the absorption calculated by Langdon as a function oa
@17# is included in the code. Also, at high intensities, a fu
ther reduction of absorption occurs, due to the finite value
the ratio vosc/v th , and is accounted for by the correctio
factor obtained by Schlessinger and Wright@22#: (1
1vosc

2 /v th
2 )23/2. A corresponding~velocity dependent! cor-

rection to the electron-ion collision rate is also included
the electron kinetic codeFPI @20#.

As a first application of this formula, we have used t
case of an initially uniform underdense plasma (ne52
31020 cm23, Te5500 eV) heated by a narrow@full width at
half maximum~FWHM! equal to 38mm# and intense lase
beam (I 051015 W/cm2, l050.53mm), as a test bed for the
study of these nonlocal and non-Maxwellian effects. The
ometry considered here is planar and transverse to the
beam propagation, which means that the assumed na
laser beam is line-focused, with a very long waist and n
ligible attenuation along its direction of propagation. T
spatial variation is in the direction normal to the plane co
taining the propagation axis and to the~infinite! beam width.
To isolate transport effects, the laser intensity profile w
prescribed to be Gaussian in both time~FWHM equal to 200
psec! and space~FWHM equal to 38mm!, and, in the first
runs, ions were kept immobile and the ponderomotive fo
was not included. This simulates the heating of a preform
plasma by a single hot spot, as studied in recent experim
by Montgomeryet al. @23#. In Figs. 2 and 3, we compare th
electron temperature and heat flux profiles at the peak of

FIG. 2. Comparison of the temperature profiles in a laser-he
plasma~d! Fokker-Planck results~FPI!, ~* ! our newly developed
model ~AM !, and other published nonlocal models:~h! Luciani-
Mora-Virmont @4#, ~s! Luciani-Mora-Bendib@5#, ~n! Epperlein-
Short @6#, and ~1! Bychenkov-Rozmus-Tikhonchuk-Brantov@7#.
I 051015 W/cm2, Z511. FWHM ~temporal! 200 ps and FWHM
~spatial! 38 mm. The profiles are presented at the laser-pulse m
mum ~200 ps!.
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pulse obtained with our electron kinetic codeFPI with that
obtained with our Eulerian hydrodynamic codeHYDRO1 us-
ing our nonlocal heat-flow model~AM ! and with other non-
local heat-flow models of Lucianiet al. ~LMV @4#, LMB @5#!
and the more recent formulas of Epperlein and Short~ES@6#!
and of Bychenkovet al. ~BRTB @7–9#!. We have presented
in Figs. 2 and 3 just one-half of the temperature and heat
profiles because of the symmetry ofTe and the antisymmetry
of qe with respect tox50, which is due to the fact that th
laser beam considered here is symmetric and centeredx
50. As can be seen, our model reproduces the tempera
profiles as well as the heat fluxes obtained by the deta
kinetic calculation~FPI! (Te;* f 0v4dv, qe;* f 1v5dv) ex-
tremely well and noticeably better than the other nonlo
heat-flow models for the case considered here. The com
tation time was little more than that needed for hydrod
namic calculations with the traditional flux-limited heat-flo
calculation, and very much less than the kinetic simulatio
The temperature profiles obtained with flux limiters~not
shown! were very different from theFPI one, for any value of
the flux limit. We have done similar comparisons in cas
with different Z and different laser parameters as well
cases with mobile ions~treated as a cold fluid in both code!
and with and without the ponderomotive force~included here
as a simple force term!, and again found excellent perfo
mance for our heat-flow model.

As a second application of our thermal conductivity fo
mula, this time to ICF~inertial confinement fusion!, we have
used it to compute the spatial growth rate of laser filamen
tion in a laser-heated plasma. For this purpose we use
expression given in Ref.@6#,

K5
k'

2A«
H 2

ne

nc
FgP1gTS kSH

k D v2

k'
2 c2G2

k'
2 c2

v2 J , ~5!

d

i-

FIG. 3. Comparison of the heat-flux profiles in a laser-hea
plasma~d! Fokker-Planck results~FPI!, ~* ! our newly developed
model ~AM !, and other published nonlocal models:~h! Luciani-
Mora-Virmont @4#, ~s! Luciani-Mora-Bendib@5#, ~n! Epperlein-
Short @6#, and ~1! Bychenkov-Rozmus-Tikhonchuk-Brantov@7#.
I 051015 W/cm2, Z511. FWHM ~temporal! 200 ps and FWHM
~spatial! 38 mm. The profiles are presented at the laser-pulse m
mum ~200 ps!.
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F. ALOUANI BIBI AND J. P. MATTE PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 066414 ~2002!
wherek' is the perturbation wave number perpendicular
the direction of propagation,c is the speed of light,v is the
laser frequency,«512ne /nc , and the values ofgP andgT
are also defined and given in@6#,

gP5
~ponderomotive pressure!

~plasma thermal pressure!
,

gT5
~ inverse bremsstrahlung heating rate!

~ thermal conduction rate acrossc/v!

and the ratio (k/kSH) is that computed from Eq.~3! and
plotted in Fig. 1 for our model~AM !, and that taken from
Ref. @6# for the curves labeled~ES!.

The results are shown in Fig. 4. If we consider a lo
intensity situation, as in Ref. @6# ~case 1: I 0
51013 W/cm2, l051.06mm, Te50.8 keV, ne /nc50.1, Z
55.3), then we~AM ! get nearly the same results as the
~ES!, the validity of which was confirmed by the compariso
with Young’s low-intensity experiments@24#. This is so be-
cause, in this case, the electron distribution function is ne
Maxwellian due to the low value ofa. We also show the
effect of ponderomotive~P! filamentation alone, obtained b
settinggT50 in Eq. ~5!, and it is easily seen that therm
effects are dominant at low intensity. However, higher inte
sities are more relevant to ICF. We have considered a cas
which a is about 11.07~case 2: I 052.531015 W/cm2, l0
51.06mm, Te52 keV, ne /nc50.1, Z520). According to
the Epperlein model~ES!, there would be a large enhanc
ment of the growth rate over the ponderomotive one~P! by
thermal effects at all wave vectors, whereas our heat-fl
model ~AM ! indicates such an enhancement only at l
wave vectors, but none at higher ones. This is due to the

FIG. 4. Spatial growth rateK ~cm21! as a function of the per-
turbation wave numberk ~cm21!; ~AM, ! represents our model
~ES, ! the Epperlein-Short model;~P,—––—! the pondero-
motive filamentation growth rate;~AML, ! our model plus the
reduction ofgT due to the Langdon effect: 1,I 051013 W/cm2;
l051.06mm; Te50.8 keV; ne /nc50.1; Z55.3. 2, I 052.5
31015 W/cm2; l051.06mm; Te52 keV; ne /nc50.1; Z520.
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that the heat conductivity reduction at highk is far less when
a is high ~see Fig. 1!, so that thermal conductivity can sup
press thermal filamentation in this case. A further reduct
of the thermal effects is due to the reduction in absorpt
when a is this high: Langdon’s formula@17# indicates that
absorption is then reduced byR(a)50.49. The curve AML
reflects this@gT was reduced accordingly in Eq.~5!#. While
noticeable, this effect is less important than the differen
between the thermal conductivity models.

As motioned earlier, in the laser intensity ranges of t
ICF experiments (1015– 1016 W/cm2) the EVDF ~electron
velocity distribution function! almost always has a non
Maxwellian form in the underdense plasma. In the overde
plasma, there is a surplus of fast electrons due to nonlo
transport. This can affect other plasma characteristics t
the thermal conductivity or particle transport: atomic phys
~ionization and excitation reaction rates! @15#, acoustic and
Langmuir wave propagation@13#, and absorption@17#. Thus,
having a correct temperature profile is not sufficient.
knowledge of the electron distribution function is required
describe these processes. Toward this end, we have ado
the same approach as for the nonlocal heat flux, i.e.,
performed a series ofFPI runs for initially homogeneous
plasmas heated by a uniform laser field with a small inten
modulation. A kernel expression analogous to the one de
oped for the heat flux@Eq. ~3!# was obtained as a ratio of th
Fourier transforms of the calculated EVDF (f 0) and the local
Maxwellian distribution, i.e.,

g̃~k,a,v !5 f̃ 0~k,a,v !/ f̃ M~k,v !. ~6!

This implies that

FIG. 5. Isotropic component of the electron EVDF forv50;
I 05131015 W/cm2, l050.53mm, FWHM (temporal)5200 ps,
FWHM (spatial)538mm, Z511. ~—d—! Fokker-Planck solution
~FPI!, ~ ! the local Maxwellian distribution,~—*—! our
newly developed model for the EVDF,~—h—! the Langdon func-
tion.
4-4
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INFLUENCE OF THE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 066414 ~2002!
f 0~x,v !5E
2`

1`

g„j~x,x8!,a~x8!,v…f M~x8,v !dx8. ~7!

Comparisons between the EVDF at zero velocity calcula
by Eq. ~7!, the numerical solution of the Fokker-Planc
Equation~FPI!, the local Maxwellian, and the Langdon co
rection to it @17# were made. The value at zero velocity
particularly important as it determines absorption. An e
ample of the obtained results is illustrated in~Fig. 5!, for
I 051015 W/cm2, l050.53mm, FWHM equal to 200 psec
and 38mm, ne /nc50.2, Z511. We can see in this examp
that although this model is rather simple and uses a con
lution over local Maxwellians, the results obtained can
considered as a satisfactory approximation to the nume
solution of the Fokker-Planck equation.

In conclusion, we can note that nonlocal effects in pl
mas in general, and in laser-created plasma in particular
strongly related to the form of the electron distribution fun
v.
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tion created by the heating mechanism. We have consid
this aspect here, and the results of our nonlocal mo
showed a good agreement for the temperature profiles
the Fokker-Planck simulation results. Also, this model h
shown important changes in the growth rate of one of
important parametric instabilities for ICF, filamentation. Th
approach to computing the isotropic part of the EVDF
very promising as it will make it possible to reproduce t
numerical Fokker-Planck solution by using a set of loc
Maxwellians, which can be useful in hydrodynamic cod
for the modeling of several kinetic effects.
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